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Abstract. In this paper, we construct an infinitary variant of the rela-
tional model of linear logic, where the exponential modality is interpreted
as the set of finite or countable multisets. We explain how to interpret
in this model the fixpoint operator Y as a Conway operator alterna-
tively defined in an inductive or a coinductive way. We then extend the
relational semantics with a notion of color or priority in the sense of
parity games. This extension enables us to define a new fixpoint opera-
tor Y combining both inductive and coinductive policies. We conclude
the paper by mentionning a connection between the resulting model of
λ-calculus with recursion and higher-order model-checking.
Keywords: Linear logic, relational semantics, fixpoint operators, induc-
tion and coinduction, parity conditions, higher-order model-checking.
1 Introduction
In many respects, denotational semantics started in the late 1960’s with Dana
Scott’s introduction of domains and the fundamental intuition that λ-terms
should be interpreted as continuous rather than general functions between do-
mains. This seminal insight has been so influential in the history of our discipline
that it remains deeply rooted in the foundations of denotational semantics more
than fourty-five years later. In the case of linear logic, this inclination for conti-
nuity means that the interpretation of the exponential modality
A 7→ !A
is finitary in most denotational semantics of linear logic. This finitary nature of
the exponential modality is tightly connected to continuity because this modality
regulates the linear decomposition of the intuitionistic implication:
A ⇒ B = !A ⊸ B.
Typically, in the qualitative and quantitative coherence space semantics of linear
logic, the coherence space !A is either defined as the coherence space !A of finite
cliques (in the qualitative semantics) or of finite multi-cliques (in the quantita-
tive semantics) of the original coherence space A. This finiteness condition on
the cliques {a1, . . . , an} or multi-cliques [a1, . . . , an] of the coherence space !A
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captures the computational intuition that, in order to reach a given position b
of the coherence space B, every proof or program
f : !A ⊸ B
will only explore a finite number of copies of the hypothesis A, and reach at
the end of the computation a specific position ai in each copy of the coherence
space A. In other words, the finitary nature of the interpretation of !A is just
an alternative and very concrete way to express in these traditional models of
linear logic the continuity of proofs and programs.
In this paper, we would like to revisit this well-established semantic tra-
dition and accomodate another equally well-established tradition, coming this
time from verification and model-checking. We find especially important to ad-
dress and to clarify an apparent antagonism between the two traditions. Model-
checking is generally interested in infinitary (typically ω-regular) inductive and
coinductive behaviours of programs which lie obviously far beyond the scope
of Scott continuity. For that reason, we introduce a variant of the relational
semantics of linear logic where the exponential modality, noted in this context
A 7→  A
is defined as the set of finite or countable multisets of the set A. From this follows
that a proof or a program
A ⇒ B =  A ⊸ B.
is allowed in the resulting infinitary semantics to explore a possibly countable
number of copies of his hypothesis A in order to reach a position in B. By relaxing
the continuity principle, this mild alteration of the original relational semantics
paves the way to a fruitful interaction between linear logic and model-checking.
This link between linear logic and model-checking is supported by the somewhat
unexpected observation that the binary relation
Y (f) : !X −→ A
defining the fixpoint Y(f) associated to a morphism
f : !X ⊗ !A −→ A
in the familiar (and thus finitary) relational semantics of linear logic is defined
by performing a series of explorations of the infinite binary tree
comb =
•
❅⑦
◦ •
❅❅⑦
◦ •
❅⑦
◦ •
⑦⑦
◦
by an alternating tree automaton 〈Σ , Q , δf 〉 on the alphabet Σ = {•, ◦} de-
fined by the binary relation f . The key idea is to define the set of states of the
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automaton as Q = A ⊎X and to associate a transition
δf (•, a) = (x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk , a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an )
of the automaton to any element (([x1, . . . , xk], [a1, . . . , an]), a) of the binary
relation f , where the xi’s are elements of X and the ai’s are elements of A ; and
to let the symbol ◦ accept any state x ∈ X . Then, it appears that the traditional
definition of the fixpoint operator Y(f) as a binary relation !X → A may be
derived from the construction of run-trees of the tree-automaton 〈Σ , Q , δf 〉 on
the infinitary tree comb. More precisely, the binary relation Y (f) contains all the
elements ([x1, . . . , xk], a) such that there exists a finite run-tree (called witness)
of the tree automaton 〈Σ , Q , δf 〉 accepting the state a with the multi-set of
states [x1, . . . , xk] collected at the leaves ◦. As far as we know, this automata-
theoretic account of the traditional construction of the fixpoint operator Y(f)
in the relational semantics of linear logic is a new insight of the present paper,
which we carefully develop in §4.
Once this healthy bridge between linear logic and tree automata theory iden-
tified, it makes sense to study variations of the relational semantics inspired by
verification. This is precisely the path we follow here by replacing the finitary
interpretation !A of the exponential modality by the finite-or-countable one  A.
This alteration enables us to define an inductive as well as a coinductive fixpoint
operator Y in the resulting infinitary relational semantics. The two fixpoint op-
erators only differ in the acceptance condition applied to the run-tree witness.
We carry on in this direction, and introduce a coloured variant of the relational
semantics, designed in such a way that the tree automaton 〈Σ , Q , δf 〉 asso-
ciated to a morphism f : !X ⊗ !A → A defines a parity tree automaton. This
leads us to the definition of an inductive-coinductive fixpoint operator Y tightly
connected to the current investigations on higher-order model-checking.
Related works. The present paper is part of a wider research project devoted to
the relationship between linear logic, denotational semantics and higher-order
model-checking. The idea developed here of shifting from the traditional finitary
relational semantics of linear logic to infinitary variants is far from new. The clos-
est to our work in this respect is probably the work by Miquel [12] where stable
but non-continuous functions between coherence spaces are considered. However,
our motivations are different, since we focus here on the case of a modality !A
defined by finite-or-countable multisets in A, which is indeed crucial for higher-
order model-checking, but is not considered by Miquel. In another closely related
line of work, Carraro, Ehrhard and Salibra [5] formulate a general and possibly
infinitary construction of the exponential modality A 7→ !A in the relational
model of linear logic. However, the authors make the extra finiteness assump-
tion in [5] that the support of a possibly infinite multiset in !A is necessarily
finite. Seen from that prospect, one purpose of our work is precisely to relax this
finiteness condition which appears to be too restrictive for our semantic account
of higher-order model-checking based on linear logic. In a series of recent works,
Salvati and Walukiewicz [15] [16] have exhibited a nice and promising connec-
tion between higher-order model checking and finite models of the simply-typed
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λ-calculus. In particular, they establish the decidability of weak MSO properties
of higher-order recursion schemes by using purely semantic methods. In compar-
ison, we construct here a cartesian-closed category of sets and coloured relations
(rather than finite domains) where ω-regular properties of higher-order recur-
sion schemes (and more generally of λY -terms) may be interpreted semantically
thanks to a colour modality. In a similar direction, Ong and Tsukada [22] have
recently constructed a cartesian-closed category of infinitary games and strate-
gies with similar connections to higher-order model-checking. Coming back to
linear logic, we would like to mention the works by Baelde [1] and Montelatici
[13] who developed infinitary variants (either inductive-coinductive or recursive)
of linear logic, with an emphasis on the syntactic rather than semantic side. In a
recent paper working like we do here at the converging point of linear logic and
automata theory, Terui [21] uses a qualitative variant of the relational semantics
of linear logic where formulas are interpreted as partial orders and proofs as
downward sets in order to establish a series of striking results on the complexity
of normalization of simply-typed λ-terms. Finally, an important related ques-
tion which we leave untouched here is the comparison between our work and the
categorical reconstruction of parity games achieved by Santocanale [17,18] using
the notion of bicomplete category, see also his more recent work with Fortier [6].
Plan of the paper. We start by recalling in §2 the traditional relational model
of linear logic. Then, after recalling in §3 the definition of a Conway fixpoint
operator in a Seely category, we construct in §4 such a Conway operator for
the relational semantics. We then introduce in §5 our infinitary variant of the
relational semantics, and illustrate its expressive power in §6 by defining two
different Conway fixpoint operators. Then, we define in §7 a coloured modality
for the relational semantics, and construct in §8 a Conway fixpoint operator in
that framework. We finally conclude in §9.
2 The relational model of linear logic
In order to be reasonably self-contained, we briefly recall the relational model of
linear logic. The category Rel is defined as the category with finite or countable
sets as objects, and with binary relations between A and B as morphismsA→ B.
The category Rel is symmetric monoidal closed, with tensor product defined as
(set-theoretic) cartesian product, and tensorial unit defined as singleton:
A⊗B = A×B 1 = {⋆}.
Its internal hom (also called linear implication) X ⊸ Y simply defined as X⊗Y .
Since the object ⊥ = 1 = {⋆} is dualizing, the category Rel is moreover ∗-
autonomous. The category Rel has also finite products defined as
A&B = {(1, a) | a ∈ A} ∪ {(2, b) | b ∈ B}
with the empty set as terminal object ⊤. As in any category with finite products,
there is a diagonal morphism ∆A : A→ A&A for every object A, defined as
∆A = {(a, (i, a)) | i ∈ {1, 2} and a ∈ A}
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Note that the category Rel has finite sums as well, since the negation A⊥ =
A⊸ ⊥ of any object A is isomorphic to the object A itself. All this makes Rel a
model of multiplicative additive linear logic. In order to establish that it defines
a model of propositional linear logic, we find convenient to check that it satisfies
the axioms of a Seely category, as originally axiomatized by Seely [19] and then
revisited by Bierman [2], see the survey [11] for details. To that purpose, recall
that a finite multiset over a set A is a (set-theoretic) function w : A→ N with
finite support, where the support of w is the set of elements of A whose image
is not equal to 0. The functor ! : Rel→ Rel is defined as
!A = Mfin(A)
! f = {([a1, · · · , an], [b1, · · · , bn]) | ∀i, (ai, bi) ∈ f}
The comultiplication and counit of the comonad are defined as the digging and
dereliction morphisms below:
digA = {(w1 + · · ·+ wk, [w1, · · · , wk]) | ∀i, wi ∈ !A} ∈ Rel(!A, !!A)
derA = {([a], a) | a ∈ A} ∈ Rel(!A, A)
In order to define a Seely category, one also needs the family of isomorphisms
m0 : 1 −→ !⊤
m2A,B : !A⊗ !B −→ ! (A&B )
which are defined as m0 = {(⋆, [])} and
m2A,B = {(([a1, · · · , am], [b1, · · · , bn]), [(1, a1), · · · , (1, am), (2, b1), · · · , (2, bn)])}
One then carefully checks that the coherence diagrams expected of a Seely cat-
egory commute. From this follows that
Property 1. The category Rel together with the finite multiset interpretation of
the exponential modality ! defines a model of propositional linear logic.
3 Fixpoint operators in models of linear logic
We want to extend linear logic with a fixpoint rule:
!X⊗ !A ⊢ A
fix
!X ⊢ A
In order to interpret it in a Seely category, we need a parametrized fixpoint
operator, defined below as a family of functions
YX,A : C (!X ⊗ !A , A ) −→ C (!X,A)
parametrized by X,A and satisfying two elementary conditions, mentioned for
instance by Simpson and Plotkin in [20].
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– Naturality: for any g : !X ⊸ Z and f : !Z ⊗ !A⊸ A, the diagram:
!X
digX

YX,A(k) // A
! !X
! g
// !Z
YZ,A(f)
OO
commutes, where the morphism k : !X ⊗ !A⊸ A in the upper part of the
diagram is defined as the composite
!X ⊗ !A
k //
digX ⊗ !A

A
! !X ⊗ !A
! g⊗ !A
// !Z ⊗ !A
f
OO
– Parametrized fixpoint property: for any f : !X ⊗ !A⊸ A, the following
diagram commutes:
!X
!∆X

YX,A(f) // A
! (X &X )
(m2X,X )
−1

!X ⊗ !A
f
OO
!X ⊗ !X
!X ⊗digX
// !X ⊗ ! !X
!X ⊗ !YX,A(f)
OO
These two equations are fundamental but they do not reflect all the equa-
tional properties of the fixpoint operator in domain theory. For that reason,
Bloom and Esik introduced the notion of Conway theory in their seminal work
on iteration theories [3,4]. This notion was then rediscovered and adapted to
cartesian categories by Hasegawa [8], by Hyland and by Simpson and Plotkin
[20]. Hasegawa and Hyland moreover independently established a nice correspon-
dence between the resulting notion of Conway fixpoint operator and the notion
of trace operator introduced a few years earlier by Joyal, Street and Verity [9].
Here, we adapt in the most straightforward way this notion of Conway fixpoint
operator to the specific setting of Seely categories. Before going any further, we
find useful to introduce the following notation: for every pair of morphisms
f : !X ⊗ !B⊸ A and g : !X⊗ !A⊸ B
we write f ⋆ g : !X ⊗ !A⊸ A for the composite:
